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Fig. 7 is a broken view partly in side elevation
and partly in central-longitudinal section of a
box-magazine shown in conjunction. With an
other form of multiple latch-mechanism embody
ing the present invention, and with the said

The present invention relates to improvements

in lateh-mechanisms for repeating firearms and
relates more particularly to latch-mechanisins
for releasably retaining bex-magazines in repeat
ing firearms.

latch-mechanism shown as engaged with the

One of the objects of the present invention is
to provide a repeating-firearm with a superior
box-magazine latch-mechanism whereby a box
magazine may be retained in the firearm-struc

box-magazine to retain the same; and
Fig. 8 is a view similar to Fig. 7 but showing
the latch-mechanism disengaged from the box
magazine preparatory to the removal of the lat

ture in such manner as te be free of such degree
of canting or jamming as wejtild interfere with the

ter.

reinoval of the box-magazine or with the proper
feeding of cartridges.

The structure of Figs. 1 to 6 inclusive

-

Ariother object of the present invention is to
provide a simple, reliable and effective box-maga

zine lateh-mechanism for repeatirig firearms, so

5

constructed and arranged as to support or retain

the box-magazine at a pitirality of points in a
firearm-structure afid to be releasable by the
manipulation of but a single member.

The self-loading firearm illustrated in the ac
companying drawings, is of the well-known
Garand type as to its main features, though re
constructed to accommodate the latch-mecha
nism of the present invention. The said self
loading firearm includes a receiver fo and a bar
reli f projecting rigidly forwardly from the

A further object 6f the present invention is to 20 front-end of the said receiver.
provide a superior multiple lateh-mechanism for
Extending longitudinally beneath the forward
box-magazines having a mantially-operable re
leasing-member so eonstructed and arranged as... portion of the barrel - is a cylinder 2 into

to be operable as an incident to the manual grasp
ing of the box-magazine, preparatory to its re

25

moval from the firearrin.

the forward-end of which is threaded a cylinder

head 3. Inhmediately to the rear of the rear
face of the cylirider-head 3 just referred to, the
upper-wall of the cylinder 2 is formed with a

With the above and other objects in view, as
gas-port 4 which communicates at its upper
will appear to those skilled in the art from the 0 end
with a gas-port 5 formed in the under-por
present disclosure, this invention includes all fea
tures iri the said disclosure which are novel over

tion of the barrel if and leading from the bore

tion and partly in vertical central-longitudinal
section of the forward portion of a repeating fire
arm embodying the present invention, with the
stock and associated elements omitted;
Fig. 1b is a broken view in side elevation of the
rear-portion of the firearm with the stock and
associated elements omitted;

-erating-rod 18 serving in a manner well known
in the art and exemplified in the well-known
40 Garand rifle, to effect the actuation of the

the latter.for reciprocation in the cylinder 2 is
the prior art and which are not claimed in any of Mounted
Separate application.
a piston-head 6 to which is rigidly secured the
In the accompanying drawings, in which cer
tain modes of carrying out the present invention 35 forward-end of a tubular piston-extension 7, as
is shown in Fig. 1a. From the rear-portion of
afe shown for illustrative purposes:
Fig. 1a is a broken view partly in side eleva the said piston-extension rigidly projects an op

breech-bolt and associated mechanism when the
piston-head 6 is driven rearwardly by gases de

veloped by the discharge of the firearm.
Fitting within the tubular piston-extension f7
is a helical return-spring f$ thrusting at its for
ward-end against the rear-face of the piston
head f6 and thrusting at its rear-end against a
forwardly-facing spring-seat 20 formed adjacent

Fig. 2 is air tiriderside view of the structure

shown in Fig. 1b but with the box-magazine
omitted;

Fig. 3 is a transverse sectional view taken on

the line 3-3 of Fig. 5;
Fig. 4 is a detached perspective view of the

50

Fig. 6 is a similar view of the front latch-lever;

end of the said thrust-rod 2 is displaced down
a front latch-lever generally designated by the

Wardly and straddles the intermediate-portion of

multiple latchimechanism arid viewing the same

as from the right side of the firearn;
Fig. 5 is a perspective view 6f the head-mem
ber of the front latch-lever;

the forward-end of a thrust-rod 2i. The rear

reference character 22. The said thrust-rod is

55

formed at its said rear-end with a rearwardly

opening notch 23 receiving a thrust-pin 24

2
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upwardly into the magazine-receiving passage 40

mounted in and extending transversely with re

spect to the aforesaid front latch-lever 22.
The front latch-lever 22 is formed at its lower
end with a finger-piece 25 and is formed sub
stantially midway of its length with a latch-nose
26, the upper-face of which provides an up
Wardly-facing latching-abutment for purposes as

in the said receiver f0.

ends therein.

In its left side-wall adjacent its rear-edge, the
box-magazine 4 is formed with a clearance
notch 44 (Fig. 3), the upper-wall of which con
stitutes a downwardly-facing latching-abutment

In its front-wall, the box-magazine 4 is
formed with a clearance-notch 42 having a down
5 Wardly-facing upper Wall which provides a latch
ing-abutment 43. The clearance-notch 42 just
referred to is adapted to accommodate the latch
will hereinafter appear. The upper-end of the
nose 26 on the front latch-lever 22, while the
front latch-lever 22 is transversely pierced adja
downwardly-facing latching-abutment 43 is
cent its rear-edge, to receive and pivot upon a 10 adapted to be engaged by the upWardly-facing
latch-pin 27 extending transversely in the re
surface of the said latch-nose 26 to provide for
ceiver 0 and supported at its respective opposite
the releasable retention of the box-magazine 4f.
- -

The upper-end of the front latch-lever 22 ex
tends into a rearwardly-opening notch 28 formed

5

in the intermediate-portion of a latch-lever

head-member generally designated by the refer

ence character 29. The latch-pin 27 before re
ferred to also extends through the adjacent por
tion of the Said head-member and serves, in con
junction with a transverse coupling-pin 30 (Fig.
4), to render the said head-member 29, a rigid
part of the said front latch-lever 22.
The latch-lever head-member 29 above re
ferred to is also formed with a forwardly-extend
ing bifurcated guide-arm 3 which receives, with

45. The said clearance-notch is adapted, as is

20

37 to releasably retain the box-magazine in place

in the receiver 0 in conjunction with the before
described front latch-lever 22.

The under-face of the arm 32 of the head-mem

-

The rear latch-nose 37 forming a feature of the
side latch-lever 34, is normally held in a position
beneath the downwardly-facing latching-abut
ment 45 at the rear of the box-magazine 4, by

freedom for relative movement, a portion of the
thrust-rod 2i. The said latch-lever head-mem

ber 29 is also formed with a rearwardly-and-up
Wardly-projecting side-latch-actuating arm 32.

shown especially well in Fig. 3, to accommodate
the rear latch-nose 37 of the side latch-lever 34,
while the downwardly-facing latching-abutment
45 is adapted to engage with the said latch-nose

30

ber 29 normally rests upon the upper-surface of

an actuating-arm. 33 projecting substantially

radially inwardly from the front-end of a side
latch-lever generally designated by the reference 35
character 34, and shown particularly clearly in .

Fig. 4.
The said side latch-lever 34 is accommodated
in a suitable longitudinal recess formed in the

means of the helical latch-spring 39. The front
latch-lever 22 is normally urged to turn in a
counterclockwise direction (as viewed in Fig. 1b)

to thus interpose its latch-nose 26 in the path
of the latching-abutment 43, by the tension of
the return-Spring 9 acting through the thrust
rod 2.
. .
- - - ,
When it is desired to release the box-magazine
4 and remove the same from the receiver f0, the
user may thrust or pull forwardly upon the fin

ger-piece 25 of the front latch-lever 22, to thus
left side-wall of the receiver f0 and is supported 40 cause
the latter to rock in a clockwise direction
in the said recess for pivotal movement about an : (Fig. lb) about the latch-pin 27. This turning
axis extending longitudinally of the firearm
movement of the front latch-lever 22 will move
structure, upon a side-latch pivot-pin 35. As is
its
latch-nose 26 forwardly out of the path of
shown especially well in Fig. 1b, the pivot-pin 35
the latching-abutment 43 of the box-magazine
is Supported at its respective opposite ends in the 45 4. As the said front latch-lever, 22 is turned in
portions of the receiver ?o respectively adjacent. a clockwise direction, the side-latch-actuating

the front and rear Walls of the recess in which
arm 32 of the head-member 29 will be swung
the side latch-lever 34 is accommodated.
down Wardly. The downward swinging move
At its rear-end, the side latch-lever 34 is
ment of the arm 32 will force the actuating-arm
formed with a finger-piece 36 extending gener 50 33
of the side latch-lever 34 downwardly, with
ally upWardly therefrom, and with a rear latch
the
result that the latch-nose 37 will be swung
nose 37 extending generally downwardly and in
OutWardly out of the path of the latching-abut
Wardly. The upper surface of the said latch
ment 45 adjacent the rear of the box-magazine
nose constitutes an upwardly-facing latching
4.
Thus, both of the latch-noses 26 and 37
abutment, for purposes as will hereinafter ap 55 Will be retired and the box-magazine 4f may be
pear. The inner-face of the finger-piece. 36 of
Withdrawn downwardly from the magazine-re
the latch-lever 34 is formed with a spring-pocket
ceiving passage 40 in the receiver f0.
38 receiving the outer end of a helical latch
The finger-piece 25 of the front latch-lever 22 is
Spring 39, as is shown in Fig. 3. The said latch
SO positioned that when the user of the firearm
Spring 39 thrusts against the adjacent portion 60 grasps the box-magazine 4 to effect the down
of the left-Wall of the receiver 0 and exerts a
Ward removal thereof, the said user will have his
constant-but-yielding effort to swing the latch
forefinger (indicated by the broken lines 46 in
nose 37 of the latch-lever 34 inwardly.
Fig. 1b). So positioned that by thrusting the fore
Immediately to the rear of its forward-end
finger forwardly, the said front latch-lever 22
65
from which the barrel projects and to the rear
may be SWung to retire the respective latch-noses
of the front latch-lever 22, the receiver: O is
26 and 37.

formed with a vertical magazine-receiving pas
sage 40 into which upwardly-projects a box-mag
azine 4f which may be of any approved form

common in the art, and normally extended well
below the under-edge of the said receiver. The

Said box-magazine, as is usual in the art, may
be demounted from the receiver f0 by drawing
the same downwardly and may be installed in the
said receiver by the insertion of its upper-end

When the reloaded box-magazine 4 or a dupli
cate thereof, is moved upwardly into the empty

70

75

magazine-receiving passage 40 in the receiver 10,
the respective latch-noses 26 and 37 outwardly
until Such time as the latching-abutments 43 and
45 are moved slightly above the said latch-noses
respectively. Upon this latter occurrence, the re
turn-Spring 9 and the latch-spring 39 will assert
the upper-portion of such box-magazine will can

3
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front latch-lever 22 will cause the actuating-arm
themselves and respectively restore the latch
49 of its head-member 47 to force the combined
noses 26 and 37 into the positions in which they
pivot-and-thrust pin 50 rearwardly, to thereby
are shown in Figs, b, 3 and 4 of the drawings.
The structure of Figs. 7 and 8
In the structure of Figs. 7 and 8, the same front
latch-lever 22 is employed as before described.

similarly move the rear latch-member 52 against

the tension of the latch-spring 54. The described
rearward movement of the rear latch-member 52
will retire the latch-nose 56 thereof out of the

path of movement of the rear latching-abutment

Instead, however, of having the head-member 29
previously referred to, the latch-lever 22 has se
cured to it a modified form of head-member, gen
erally designated by the reference character 47.
The Said head-member has a bifurcated for
wardly-projecting guide-arm 48, corresponding to
the guide-arm 3, before referred to.
The head-member 47 in the structure of Figs. 7
and 8, instead of having the goose-neck type of
side-latch-actuating arm 32, is provided with a
relatively-short vertical actuating-arm 49. The
rear-face of the said actuating-arm is adapted to
engage with the adjacent forward headed-end of
a combined pivot-and-thrust pin 50 which is Sup
ported for reciprocating movement in an adjacent
portion of the receiver O. The pin 50 just re
ferred to has its rear-end seated in a forwardly

opening axial recess 5 formed in the forward end

0

5
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59 of the box-nagazine 58, so that the Said box
magazine may be drawn downwardly.
The invention may be carried out in other spe
cific ways than those herein set forth. Without
departing from the spirit and essential character
istics of the invention, and the present embodi
ments are, therefore, to be considered in all re
spects as illustrative and not restrictive, and all
changes conning Within the meaning and equiva
lency range of the appended claims are intended
to be embraced therein.
I claim:
1. The cornbination. With a repeating firearm
Structure having a magazine-receiving passage
therein; of a box-magazine insectable into and

renovable from the magazine-receiving passage

25

of a rear latch-member generally designated by

the reference character 52.

... En its rear-end, the latch-member 52 is formed

with a rearwardly-opening axial recess 53, in a
forward portion of which is mounted a helical
latch-spring 54. This said latch-Spring is seated

30

at its forward-end against the front end-wall of

in the firearin-structure and provided with two
Spaced-apart down Wardly-facing latching-abut
ments; a first atch-member carried by the fire

arin-structure and having an upwardly-facing
latching-abutment movable into and out of posi
iion to engage with one of the two latching-abut
ments of the said box-magazine; a second latch
lineriner also carried by the firearn-Structure and
having an upwardly-facing latching-abutment
novable into and out of position to engage with

the recess 53, and thrusts at its rear-end against
the forward-end of a pivot-pin 55. The forward
gter of the two Said atching-abutments of
end of the pivot-pin slidably fits Within the axial 35 tie
the
said box-imagazine; Spring-in eans urging
recess 53 and has its rear-end seated in an adja
the respective latching-abutments of each of the
cent portion of the receiver f0. As thus con
Said latch-members into position to engage with
structed and arranged, the latch-Spring 54 exerts
one of the two latching-abutments of the said
a constant-but-yielding effort to hold the rear

40 box-rinagazine; and connecting-means between
latch-member 52 in its forward position.
the two said latch-members and constructed and
At its rear-end, the rear latch-member 52 is
a'rainged to effect, the retirement of one thereof
formed with a down Wardly-and-laterally-extend
When
the other is nanually retired against the
ing latch-nose 56, which is adapted to move into
tellsion
the Said Spring-means.
- and out of a clearance-notch 57 formed in the 45 2. Theofcombination
with a repeating firearm
rear Wall of a box-magazine generally designated
Structure having a magazine-receiving passage
by the reference character 58. The upper-wall of
therein; of a box-magazine insertable into and
the clearance-notch 57 just referred to, consti
renovable from the magazine-receiving passage
tutes a downwardly-facing latching-abutment 59
in the firearm-structure and provided with two
adapted to rest upon the upper-face of the latch 50 spaced-apart
downwardly-facing latching-abut
nose 56 when the parts are in the positions in

which they are shown in Fig. 7.
The box-magazine 58, above referred to, is also

formed in its forward-wall with a clearance-notch

60 corresponding to the clearance-notch 42 of the
box-magazine 4 before described, and having a .
downwardly-facing latching-abutment 6 which

55

- is adapted to engage with the upper-face of the
atch-nose 26 of the front latch-lever 22.

The front latch-lever 22 is urged to turn in a

direction such that its latch-nose 26 will be yield-,

ingly held in the clearance-notch 60 in the box
magazine 58 by the force applied through the
thrust-rod 2. As before noted, the latch-spring

54 within the rear latch-member 52, serves to
hold the latch-nose 56 in the clearance-notch 57

in the box-magazine 58, all as illustrated in Fig. 7
of the drawings.
When it is desired to release the box-magazine

60

ments; a first latch-member carried by the fire
arm-structure and having an upwardly-facing
latching-abutment innovable into and out of posi
tion to engage with one of the two latching
abutments of the said box-magazine; a second
latch-marraber also carried by the firearm-struc
ture and having an upwardly-facing latching
abutment movable into and out of position to
engage with the other of the two said latching
abutments of the said box-magazine; first Spring

means urging the said first latch-member into

position to engage its latching-abutment with the
adjacent one of the latching-abutments of the
Said boxernagazine; Second spring-means inde

pendent of the said first spring-means and in

dependently urging the said second latch-men
be into position to engage its latching-abut
ment with the adjacent one of the latching-abut

of the said box-magazine; and connecting
58 for removal, the front latch-lever 22 may be 70 ments
means
between the two said latch-members and
Swung from the position in which it is shown in:
constructed aid arranged to effect, the retirement
- Fig. 7 into the position in which it is shown in
of one thereof against the tension of its inde
Fig. 8, to thereby withdraw its latch-nose 26 from
the path of movement of the latching-abutment pendent spring-neans when one of the said latch
members is manually retired against the tension
6 in the front-wall of the box-magazine 58.
of its Spring-means.
The above described swinging movement of the

4.
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3. The combination with a repeating firearm
ing-abutment of the said box-magazine; Spring
structure having a magazine-receiving paSSage;
means urging the respective latching-abutments

of a box-magazine insertable into and removable
from the magazine-receiving passage in the fire
arm-structure and provided adjacent its front

with a downwardly-facing front latching-abut
ment and also provided adjacent its rear With a

of both the front latch lever and the rear latch

lever respectively into position to engage with

5

the front latching-abutment and the rear latch
ing-abutment of the said box-magazine; and
connecting-means between the said front and
rear latch-levers and constructed and arranged

downwardly-facing rear latching-abutment; a
to effect the retirement of one thereof when the
ture and having an upwardly-facing latching 10 other
is manually retired against the tension of
abutment movable into and out of position to en
the Said Spring-means.
gage with the front latching-abutment of the
6. The combination with a repeating firearm
fi'oint, atch-member carried by the firearm-struc

said box-magazine; a rear latch-member also cal
structure having a magazine-receiving passage;
iied by the firearm-structure and having an up
of a box-magazine insertable into and removable
wardly-facing latching-abutment movable into 5 from
the magazine-receiving passage in the fire
and out of position to engage With the rear
arm-structure and provided adjacent its front
latching-abutment of the Said box-magazine;
with a downwardly-facing front latching-abut
Spring-means urging the respective latching
inent and also provided adjacent its rear with a

abutinents of both the front latch-member and

the rear latch-member respectively into posi

tion to engage with the front latching-abutment
and the rear latching-abutment of the said box

20

downwardly-facing rear latching-abutment; a
front latch-lever pivoted to the firearm-structure
and having an upwardly-facing latching-abut
ment SWingable into and out of position to en

magazine; and connecting-means betWeen the

gage with the front latching-abutment of the

Said front and rear latch-members and COn

box-magazine; a rear latch-lever also piv
structed and arranged to effect the retirement of 25 Said
oted
to
the firearm-structure and having an up
One thereof when the other is manually retired
wardly-facing latching-abutment swingable into
against the tension of the said Spring-means.
and out of position to engage with the rear latch
4. The combination with a repeating firearm
ing-abutment of the said box-Inagazine; first
structure having a magazine-receiving passage;

of a box-magazine insertable into and removable
from the magazine-receiving passage in the fire
arm-structure and provided adjacent its front
With a downwardly-facing front latching-abut
ent, and also provided adjacent its rear With
a, downwardly-facing rear latching-abutment; a '3;
3.5
front latch-member carried by the firearm-struc
ture and having an upwardly-facing latching
abutment novable into and Out of position to en

gage with the front latching-abutment of the said

rear latch-members and constructed and ar

ranged to effect the retirement of one thereof
against the tension of its independent Spring
Jeans when the other of the Said latch-members

box-magazine; second spring-means independ
ent of the said first Spring-means and independ
ently urging the said rear latch-lever into posi
tion to engage its latching-abutment with the

rear latching-abutment of the said box-maga
zine; and connecting-means between the said
front and rear latch-levers and constructed and

box-magazine; a rear latch-member also carried 40
by the firearm-structure and having an up
Wardly-facing latching-abutment movable into
and out of position to engage with the rear latch
ing-abutment of the said box-magazine; first
Spring-means urging the Said front latch-nen
ber into position to engage its latching-abutment
With the front, latching-abutment of the said box
magazine; second spring-means independent Of
the said first, spring-means and independently
urging the said rear latch-member into position
to engage its latching-abutment with the rear 50
latching-abutment of the said box-nagazine; and
connecting-means between the said front and

Spring-means urging the said front latch-lever
into position to engage its latching-abutment
with the front latching-abutment of the said

arranged to effect the retirement of one thereof
against the tension of its independent spring
means when the other of the said latch-Innembers

is manually retired against the tension of its
Spring-means.
7. The combination with a repeating firearm

structure having a magazine-receiving paSSage;
of a box-magazine insertable into and removable
from the magazine-receiving passage in the fire
arm-structure and provided adjacent its front
with a downwardly-facing front latching-abut
ment and also provided adjacent its rear with a
downwardly-facing rear latching-abutment; a
front latch-lever pivoted to the firearn-structure

for turning movement about an axis Substan
tially transverse of the firearm-Structure, the
said front latch-lever having an upwardly-facing
latching-abutment SWingable into and Out of
. . position to. engage with the front latching-abut
ment of the Said box-magazine; a rear latch

is nanually retired against the tension of its
pring-means.
lever pivoted to the firearm-structure for swing
5. The combination with a repeating firearm
movement about an axis extending substan
structure having a magazine-receiving passage; 60 ing
tially longitudinally of the firearm-structure, the
of a box-magazine insertable into and remov
said rear latch-lever having an upwardly-fac
able from the magazine-receiving passage in the
ing latching-abutinent SWingable into and out of
firearn-structure and provided adjacent its front
position to engage. With the rear latching-abut
with a downwardly-facing front latching-abut 65 ment
of the Said box-magazine; Spring-means
ment and also provided adjacent its rear with a
urging the respective latching-abutinentS of both

downwardly-facing rear latching-abutment; a

the front latch-lever and rear latch-lever re
front latch-lever pivoted to the firearm-struc
spectively into position to engage with the front
ture and having an upwardly-facing latching
latching-abutment and the rear latching-abut
abutment SWingable into and out of position to
of the said box-magazine; and connecting
engage with the front latching-abutment of the 70 ment
means
between the said front and rear latch
Said box-magazine; a rear latch-lever also piv
levers and constructed and arranged to effect the
oted to the firearm-structure and having an up
retirement of one thereof when the other is
Wardly-facing latching-abutment swingable into
manually retired against the tension of the said

and out of position to engage with the rear latch- 75. Spring-means. . .

2,386,722

10. The combination with a repeating firearm

8. The combination with a repeating firearm
structure having a magazine-receiving paSSage;
of a box-magazine insertable into and removable
from the magazine-receiving passage in the fire

arm-structure and provided adjacent its front

structure having a magazine-receiving passage
5

with a downwardly-facing front latching-abut

ment and also provided adjacent its rear with a
downwardly-facing rear latching-abutment; a
front latch-lever pivoted to the firearm-structure
for turning movement about an axis Substan
tially transverse of the firearm-structure, the
said front latch-lever having an upwardly-facing
latching-abutment swing able into and out of

position to engage with the front latching-abut
ment of the said box-magazine; a rear latch-lever

rearwardly from the rear of the said piston, and

arranged to urge the Said piston forwardly and
to urge the Said thrust-rod rearwardly; of a
latch-lever pivoted to the firearm-structure ad

jacent the magazine-receiving passage therein
5

firearm-structure, the Said latch-lever having an

upwardly-facing latching-abutment adapted to

longitudinally of the firearm-structure, the said
20

sition to engage with the rear latching-abut

ment of the said box-magazine; first Spring

means urging the said front latch-lever to turn

therein, a gas-operated piston propelled rear

engage with a box-magazine to retain the same
in place; and means connecting the rear-portion
of the thrust-rod of the firearm-structure with
the said latch-lever and constructed and ar
ranged to cause the aforesaid return-spring to

urge the latching-abutment of the said latch

25 lever to SWing into engagement With a bOX-mag

azine.

11. The combination with a repeating firearm
structure having a magazine-receiving passage;
of a box-magazine insertable into and renow

30

able from the magazine-receiving passage in the
firearm-structure and provided adjacent its front
with a downwardly-facing front latching-abut
ment and also provided adjacent its rear with a

downwardly-facing rear latching-abutment; a
front latch-lever pivoted to the firearm-struc
ture for turning movement about an axis substan
tially transverse of the firearm-structure, the

Of its Spring-nean S.

9. The combination with a repeating firearm
structure having a magazine-receiving passage

and mounted for swinging movement about an

axis extending Substantially transversely of the

movement about an axis extending substantially

into position to engage its latching-abutment
with the front latching-abutment of the said box
magazine; second spring-means independent of
the said first spring-means and independently
urging the said rear latch-lever to turn into posi
tion to engage its latching-abutment with the
rear latching-abutment of the Said box-maga
zine; and connecting-means between the said
front and rear latch-levers and constructed
and arranged to effect the retirement of One
thereof against the tension of its independent
spring-means when the other of the said latch
members is manually retired against the tension

therein, a gas-operated piston propelled rear
Wardly by gas pressure resulting from the dis
charge of the firearm-structure, a thrust-rod ex
tending substantially longitudinally of the fire
arm-structure and having its forward end spaced

a return-Spring interposed between the said pis
O ton and the said thrust-rod and constructed and

pivoted to the firearm-structure for swinging

rear latch-lever having an upwardly-facing
latching-abutment swingable into and out of po

5
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said front latch-lever having an upwardly-facing
latching-abutment swingable into and out of po
sition to engage with the front latching-abut

wardly by gas pressure resulting from the dis
charge of the firearm-structure, a thrust-rod ex
tending substantially longitudinally of the fire
arm-structure and having its forward end Spaced
rearwardly from the rear of the said piston, and
a return-spring interposed between the said pis
ton and the said thrust-rod and constructed and
arranged to urge the said piston forwardly and
to urge the said thrust-rod rearwardly; of a
latch-member mounted adjacent the magazine
receiving passage in the firearm-structure and

thereof, the said rear latch-member having an
upwardly-facing latching-abutment movable
into and out of position to engage with the rear
latching-abutment of the said box-magazine;
spring-means urging the respective latching

structure with the said latch-member and con

front latch-lever and the said rear latch-nem
ber and constructed and arranged to effect the
sliding retirement of the latching-abutment of
the rear latch-member when the said front latch
lever is manually swung into its retired position.

ment of the said box-magazine; a rear latch
member carried by the firearm-structure and con
structed and arranged to move longitudinally

abutment of both the front latch-lever and the

rear latch-member respectively into position to
engage with the front latching-abutment and

having an upwardly-facing latching-abutment
adapted to engage with a box-magazine to retain
the same in place; and means connecting the
rear-portion of the thrust-rod of the firearm

the rear latching-abutment of the Said box-mag

agine; and connecting-means between the said

structed and arranged to cause the aforesaid re

turn-spring to urge the latching-abutment of the
said latch-member into engagement with a box
magazine.
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